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Here you can find the menu of Kim Bowl Lounge in Longview. At the moment, there are 15 menus and drinks on
the menu. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Kim Bowl Lounge:

eating is good. but I miss our home restaurant. nothing can compare. the size of the portion is reasonable. the
third time our delivery was wrong. make sure they check their order before they leave. read more. The restaurant
and its premises are wheelchair accessible and thus usable with a wheelchair or physical limitations. What User

doesn't like about Kim Bowl Lounge:
this is probably the “okayest” Chinese food I had. we ordered the sweet chow my, pork fried rice, grilled pork and
the tofu vegetables. the tofu vegetables were really good! the vegetable-chow my lacked the fabulous noodles,

the chow my, chow mine! they offer some fat crunchy noodles to supplement, but they did not work for us.
Chinese food has remained in the really fabulous. kim bowls, not so much. it was a spoiled... read more. The
visitors love it when Asian cuisine meets a bit of creativity. That's exactly what you can expect at the Kim Bowl

Lounge from Longview, with its unconventional Asian fusion cuisine - the right mix of familiar meets the
adventurous world of fusion cuisine, Many customers are especially impressed by the versatile, fine Chinese

cuisine. Here they also cook South American fresh fish, meat, as well as corn and potatoes, On the menu there
are also several Asian meals.
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Hous� specialtie�
PORK FRIED RICE

Chow Mei�
VEGETABLE CHOW MEIN

Nude�-Reisgericht�
CHOW MEIN

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�

bein� serve�
NOODLES

Ingredient� Use�
VEGETABLES

VEGETABLE

TRAVEL

TOFU

SENF

PORK MEAT

CHICKEN

MEAT

BROCCOLI

BEEF
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:00 -20:00 11:30 -21:30
Tuesday 11:00 -20:00 11:30 -21:30
Wednesday 11:00 -20:00 11:30
-21:30
Thursday 11:00 -20:00 11:30 -21:30
Friday 11:00 -21:00 11:30 -21:30
Saturday 13:00 -21:00
Sunday 12:00 -20:00
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